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Abstract
Purpose – The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) introduces significant data protection obligations
on all organizations within the European Union (EU) and those transacting with EU citizens. This paper
presents the GDPR privacy label and uses two empirical studies to examine the effectiveness of this approach
in influencing consumers’ privacy perceptions and related behavioral intentions.
Design/methodology/approach – The paper tests the efficacy of two GDPR privacy label designs, a
consent-based label and a static label. Study 1 examines the effects of each label on perceptions of risk, control
and privacy. Study 2 investigates the influence of consumers’ privacy perceptions on perceived
trustworthiness and willingness to interact with the organization.
Findings – The findings support the potential of GDPR privacy labels for positively influencing perceptions of
risk, control, privacy and trustworthiness and enhancing consumers’ willingness to transact and disclose data
to online organizations.
Practical implications – The findings are useful for organizations required to comply with the GDPR and
present a solution to requirements for transparent communications and explicit consent.
Originality/value – This study examines and demonstrates the efficacy of visualized privacy policies in
impacting consumer privacy perceptions and behavioral intentions.
Keywords Privacy policies, Communication privacy management, Perceived privacy, GDPR
Paper type Research paper

1. Introduction
Data gathered from all stages of consumers’ interactions with an organization’s website offer
endless opportunities to predict behaviors and personalize offerings (Chang et al., 2018).
While consumers benefit from personalization, the ever-increasing volume of personal data
collected creates undeniable risks to individuals’ privacy and may exacerbate consumers’
concerns regarding data misuse (Chang et al., 2016). The fallout of this dilution in consumers’
perception of privacy online can lead to negative outcomes for organizations such as
consumers spreading negative word of mouth, falsifying data disclosed, reduced purchasing
intentions (Son and Kim, 2008), reactance to personalized advertising (Tucker, 2014) and
negative stock returns (Martin et al., 2017). The importance of understanding the ways
consumer privacy concerns impact technology use and how to alleviate these concerns is
continually highlighted in the literature (Wang et al., 2019; Yun et al., 2019; Mousavi
et al., 2020).
The root of damaging privacy-protective behaviors is the vulnerability consumers feel
when organizations collect excessive volumes of personal information (Martin et al., 2017).
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Increasing perceptions of control (Tucker, 2014), reducing perceptions of risk (Xu et al., 2011)
and building trust (Dinev and Hart, 2006) represent mechanisms for restoring consumers’
sense of privacy. To build these perceptions, organizations must be transparent in their
privacy-related communications (Martin et al., 2017). Institutional privacy assurances are
efforts by organizations to inform consumers of the privacy protection measures in place
(McKnight et al., 2002). They are widely viewed as the primary mechanism to appease privacy
concerns and foster trust (Pan and Zinkhan, 2006) and in turn reduce privacy-protective
behaviors such as limiting information disclosure (Gong et al., 2019).
Privacy policies, the dominant form of privacy assurance, are important communication
tools for informing customers of an organization’s privacy practices (Wedel and Kannan,
2016). Despite their popularity, privacy policies present many issues. First, they tend to be
quite lengthy and difficult to read (Soumelidou and Tsohou, 2019; Kelley et al., 2010).
Furthermore, many consumers do not read privacy policies, and when they do, they often do
not understand the contents (Park and Jang, 2014). For instance, a recent PEW Research
Center study revealed that 38% of US adults sometimes read privacy policies, but only 8%
understand the contents (Auxier et al., 2019). Thus, privacy policies may have the opposite
result than intended, exacerbating rather than appeasing confusion, and lead consumers to
withhold data (Stutzman et al., 2011).
The distributed nature of the Internet and associated information and communications
technologies, including cloud computing, have introduced acute jurisdictional questions
regarding the regulation of online activities and data protection and privacy specifically
(Ryngaert and Taylor, 2020). Individual nation states have responded to this
deterritorialization by introducing their own laws to govern transborder activities and
data protection (Ryngaert and Taylor, 2020), the most significant of which being the
European Union General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). In 2016, the GDPR came into
effect across Europe, and organizations were required to comply by May 25th, 2018. The
GDPR created a uniform framework that provides consumers with greater control over their
personal data, increases organizational accountability and enforces strict penalties for
noncompliance (ICO, 2017). GDPR extends the geographical scope of EU data protection
regulation to include organizations with a presence in Europe and organizations located
outside of Europe engaged in processing the personal data of European citizens. As well as its
significant extraterritorial reach, the GDPR introduced a number of regulatory features
relevant to this paper. First, under the GDPR, valid consent is (1) freely given, that is,
individuals must be able to withdraw or refuse consent without detriment; (2) specific, that is,
covering all uses of data; (3) informed, clear and concise; and (4) includes affirmative action
(ICO, 2017). Second, the GDPR introduces an accountability principle, which shifts the burden
of proof to organizations collecting and using data. It specifically requires organizations to be
able to demonstrate consent and compliance with the GDPR. Third, the GDPR stipulates that
organizations must provide individuals with information about how they process their
personal data in a concise, transparent, and easy to access format. This includes where data is
collected directly from the individual data subject (Article 13) or from third parties (Article
14). Failure to comply with the GDPR is substantial as Article 83 allows for fines of up to
V10m, or 2% of worldwide annual revenue from the preceding financial year, whichever
amount is higher.
The introduction of the GDPR means privacy policies are no longer optional, but a legal
obligation of all organizations in the EU and those transacting with EU citizens. While the
majority of existing privacy policies are built around the Fair Information Practice Principles
(FIPPs), the GDPR introduces stringent requirements for the content, language and length of
privacy disclosures recommending brief, easy to understand privacy notices (ICO, 2017).
Thus, the current composition of most privacy policies not only fails to effectively

communicate privacy practices to consumers but does not comply with the GDPR. There is a
need to adjust privacy policies to better inform consumers how their information is used.
Existing research has explored the role of privacy policies from a number of angles
beginning with whether the presence and the length of a privacy policy influenced consumer
perceptions such as trust (Pan and Zinkhan, 2006) and behaviors such as willingness to
transact with E-commerce vendors (Miyazaki and Fernandez, 2000), and if the content of the
privacy policy influences perceptions of trustworthiness (Wu et al., 2012), risk and control
(Chang et al., 2018). Despite recent research demonstrating the effectiveness of visualization
techniques such as the P3P Expandable Grid visualization matrix (Reeder et al., 2008),
nutritional privacy labels (Kelley et al., 2009) and privacy policy cards (Soumelidou and
Tsohou, 2019), much of the extant research examines the influence of consumers’ perceptions
of the effectiveness FIPPs-based written privacy policies on privacy-related perceptions such
as trust, risk (Wang et al., 2019) and privacy concerns (Gong et al., 2019). As discussed, the
GDPR introduces more stringent requirements for organizations collecting data within the
EU and from EU citizens, requirements that may not be met by FIPPs-based written privacy
policies.
This study builds upon these visualization studies and adapts the nutrition privacy label
developed by Kelley et al. (2009), to develop two GDPR-privacy labels and examine the
influence of these labels on privacy perceptions and behaviors. This approach leverages
common icons as recommended by researchers (Mutimukeye et al., 2020; Soumelidou and
Tsohou, 2019; Tsai et al., 2011) and regulators (ICO, 2017). The FIPPs-based privacy policies
used in many studies (e.g. Libaque-Saenz et al., 2021; Mutimukeye et al., 2020) do not meet the
requirements of GDPR, with the exception of Soumelidou and Tsohou (2019), who visualize
Instagram’s GDPR-compliant privacy policy and Railean and Reindhardt (2020), who
visualize a GDPR-compliant privacy label for an Internet of Things (IOT) device. In contrast,
this study employs two GDPR-compliant privacy policy labels representing a fictional Ecommerce website. One label is static merely communicating one way to end users; the other
is consent-based, thereby providing end users with some semblance of control. The choice of
an e-commerce website is important as it represents a widely used and transactional context
in contrast to IOT devices and social media. By using a fictional website, we remove any bias
associated with existing brands and move beyond the tendency of existing studies to either
compare visualized policies to written policies or focus on perceived effectiveness of written
policies (Soumelidou and Tsohou, 2019).
Similar to recent privacy policy studies (e.g. Wang et al., 2019; Chang et al., 2018), we
leverage communication privacy management (CPM) theory to examine the effectiveness of
GDPR privacy labels on consumers’ perceptions regarding online organizations. CPM is a
form of boundary management that focuses on understanding how individuals manage their
personal privacy and consists of three elements; boundary rule formation, coordination and
turbulence (Metzger, 2007; Petronio, 2012), with the first two elements examined in this study.
Individuals form rules to manage the sharing of their personal information (boundaries)
based on five criteria: gender, culture, context, perceptions of costs and benefits and
motivation (Petronio, 2012). Recent research has focused on the contextual nature of rule
formation and the cost–benefit ratio, studying the role of risk and control (Chang et al., 2018;
Xu et al., 2011). Existing literature and CPM contend that individuals hold perceptions related
to privacy in a given context and these perceptions can be influenced by experiences and
interventions such as privacy policies (Awad and Krishnan, 2006). Boundary turbulence
occurs when the parties to personal information are not ad idem with regard to privacy rules
and specifically the use of private information (Chang et al., 2018; Petronio, 2012). In the
context of the GDPR, unresolved boundary turbulence may result in a complaint to a data
protection commissioner and potentially financial penalties.
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Privacy labels, in effect, are a means of mitigating or avoiding boundary turbulence by
communicating privacy policies. As CPM posits that individuals define privacy boundaries
based on their preexisting perceptions as well as boundary coordination in new situations
such as transacting with an E-commerce vendor, this paper features two studies, one
exploring how privacy labels might influence preexisting perceptions, and one on how they
may influence intention to transact. Using the privacy label as a form of boundary
coordination between the individual and the organization, the first study measures
individuals’ general perceptions of risk, control and privacy and investigates the potential of
privacy labels to influence these perceptions as they relate to a specific fictional organization.
Trust is fundamental to e-commerce (Gefen et al., 2003) and transactional relationships
(Chang et al., 2016). While extant research has explored the negative correlates between trust
and privacy variables (e.g. Kim, 2008; Hong and Thong, 2013; Dinev et al., 2013), there is a
need to explore positive privacy correlates and trust. To further our understanding of
boundary coordination and consumers’ privacy-related behaviors, study 2 examines how
privacy perceptions influence perceived trust and willingness to transact with the
organization.
The study advances privacy literature in the domain of institutional privacy assurances in
three ways. First, it answers calls for research on effective privacy policy visualization
(Soumelidou and Tsohou, 2019) and builds on privacy visualization studies to develop GDPR
privacy labels, which meet regulatory requirements for privacy notices. Second, the study
examines the effectiveness of this approach by comparing two labels, which differ in the level
of explicit consent, and moves beyond the emphasis on perceived effectiveness of written
privacy policies. Specifically, we compare a proxy privacy control mechanism (privacy policy
and static trust label) with a user customizable privacy mechanism. While the former is
subject to change without notice or consent, the latter is not. As Mousavi et al. (2020) note,
these types of assurance mechanisms act differently and therefore considering them in
isolation is not sufficient. Such a comparison of privacy mechanisms has not been considered
for trust labels in the extant literature and answers calls for research on explicit consent
mechanisms in communications with consumers (Bradlow et al., 2017). Third, the study
builds on recent work harnessing CPM to link privacy assurances to privacy perceptions (e.g.
Wang et al., 2019). While Wang et al. (2019) focus on how perceived privacy risks and selfefficacy jointly determine privacy concerns in a social media context, we extend our
understanding of the boundary rule formation and coordination processes among a broader
range of privacy perceptions in an e-commerce context, while also incorporating trust and
behavioral intentions. In this way, we also build on and extend previous research on trust and
behavioral intentions in e-commerce (e.g. Liu et al., 2005; Eastlick et al., 2006) and the
application of CPM to e-commerce (e.g. Xu et al., 2011; Metzger, 2007).
The paper proceeds with a brief outline of the background to privacy policies and the label
design process. Each study is discussed separately beginning with theory, proposed model
and hypotheses, prior to outlining the research design, analysis and results. The discussion
outlines the study’s empirical and theoretical contributions. Practical implications are
provided along with limitations and directions for future research.
2. Institutional privacy assurances
Institutional privacy assurances are interventions that a firm makes to assure consumers that
efforts have been made to protect personal information (Xu et al., 2011). They emerged as an
attempt by E-commerce organizations to address consumers’ privacy concerns (Tsai et al.,
2011). Privacy assurances include privacy seals, privacy-enhancing technologies and, most
commonly, privacy policies (Mutimukeye et al., 2020). The aim of privacy policies is to
communicate an organization’s privacy practices (Tsai et al., 2011). Privacy laws and privacy-

enhancing technologies have lagged advances in data collection and analytics (Wedel and
Kannan, 2016) enabling vendors to largely self-police. This has resulted in a disjointed
approach to privacy policies. While it is likely stricter regulation will be introduced in the
USA in the coming years (Wedel and Kannan, 2016), most privacy policies currently follow
the FIPPs, highlighting notice, choice, access and security. Research has highlighted the
potential of privacy policies to empower consumers with control over their personal data
(Steinfeld, 2016), inform consumers of how their data will be utilized (Xu et al., 2011) and build
trust (Mutimukeye et al., 2020). However, the current instantiation of privacy policies as long,
technical, confusing documents can obfuscate consumers rather than educate them. From an
ethical and regulatory standpoint, it is important to rejuvenate these privacy communication
tools toward a more consumable approach.
The recently introduced EU GDPR stipulates clear communication with consumers
regarding information privacy practices. GDPR applies to all organizations in Europe and
organizations outside of the EU collecting personal data on European citizens. Articles 13 and
14 of the GDPR lay out the requirements of transparent communication and content
requirements for privacy notices (ICO, 2017). The GDPR recommends the development of
privacy notices as opposed to privacy policies. The format of privacy notices is flexible, but
they must be brief and easily understood. Research has demonstrated the potential of
visualization techniques such as privacy icons (Tsai et al., 2011), privacy policy cards and
privacy clouds (Soumelidou and Tsohou, 2019) and nutritional privacy labels (Kelley et al.,
2009). This study adopts the nutritional privacy label validated in work on trust labels and
FIPPs-based privacy labels (Kelley et al., 2009, 2010; van der Werff et al., 2019). This approach
enables the level of detail required to meet GDPR requirements and the incorporation of
visualization recommendations.
2.1 GDPR privacy label development
The labels were developed and presented based on guidelines from the UK Information
Commissioner’s Office (ICO, 2017). Each label detailed: (1) contact details of the data
controller; (2) processing purposes for the personal data and the legal basis for processing; (3)
categories of recipients of the personal data; (4) safeguards if transferring data to a third
country; (5) the data subject’s rights to request access, rectification, restriction of processing,
erasure and data portability; (6) the right to withdraw consent at any time; (7) the right to
complain to the supervisory authority, (8) whether the disclosure of personal data is a
statutory or contractual requirement and the consequences of nondisclosure; (9) the use of
automated decision-making such as profiling, the logic and impact of such processing; (10)
contact details of the data protection officer; and (11) information on further processing. For
the purpose of the studies presented in this paper, retention period was not included as it is
use-specific. It is important to note that outside the EU, FIPPs-based written privacy policies
are common; however, they may not meet the requirements of the GDPR, while a GDPRcompliant privacy policy should meet FIPPs. As such, a significant design principle for the
proposed privacy labels was that it could meet the requirements of both approaches.
In the design of the label, best practices outlined by Kelley et al. (2010) were followed
including: placing a box around the label to clearly mark the boundaries, using bold rules to
mark important information and assist readers in working through the label and including a
clear title to communicate the label’s purpose. Recommendations made by the ICO (2017) for
privacy notices were followed including using commonly understood icons and a layered
approach allowing consumers to click to expand sections of the label such as a clickable link
to the full privacy policy. The labels were reviewed by design and GDPR experts and pilot
tested across multiple conditions following the approach outlined by Kelley et al. (2010). The
two refined labels are provided in Figure 1 and 2A
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Figure 1.
Icon-based GDPRcompliant privacy label
with consent
mechanisms

Both labels are icon-based; however, the label depicted in Figure 1 includes consent mechanisms
to allow users to toggle on and off and provide explicit consent for different activities. The
second label, depicted in Figure 2, is a static icon label without consent mechanisms. This
enables the examination of the influence of consent mechanisms on individuals’ perceptions. For
more information on the label development (see Fox et al., 2018).
3. Study 1: privacy labels and consumer privacy perceptions
3.1 Study 1: theoretical background
CPM theory is a rule-based theory, which uses a boundary metaphor to describe how
consumers determine what information to disclose to what parties (Petronio, 2012). CPM was
traditionally leveraged to study personal information disclosure in interpersonal
relationships such as marital relationships (Petronio, 2012), but has been extended to
online contexts such as social media (Wang et al., 2019; Liu and Wang, 2018) and individual–
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Figure 2.
Icon-based GDPRcompliant privacy label
with no consent
mechanisms (static)

organization relationships in E-commerce (Xu et al., 2011; Metzger, 2007) and digital services
(Karwatzki et al., 2017).
CPM consists of three elements: boundary rule formation, coordination and turbulence
(Petronio, 2012). As consumers own their personal information, they have the right to control
how it is shared and used (Petronio, 2012). Under this principle, consumers decide what data
to disclose based on their perception of their current level of privacy (Chang et al., 2018; Xu
et al., 2011). In other words, individuals decide to transact with the organization if they feel
that they currently possess their desired level of privacy. Individuals form rules to manage
the sharing and withholding of their personal information (boundaries) based on five criteria:
gender, culture, context, perceptions of costs and benefits and motivation (Petronio, 2012).
Recent research has focused on the contextual nature of rule formation and the cost–benefit
privacy calculus studying the role of perceived risk and control (Xu et al., 2011).
When an individual discloses information in an interpersonal context such as when
transacting with E-commerce vendors, they are defining a collective boundary, under which
this personal information is coowned by the individual and organization (Petronio, 2012).
This involves a degree of vulnerability due to the risk the information may be misused
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(Metzger, 2007). It is thus important to develop mutually agreed privacy rules to guide how
the information in the collective boundary can be shared and used (Petronio, 2012). When
deciding to share information with an online organization, the consumer must be comfortable
with how the organization will collect and utilize their personal data. If mutually agreed
privacy rules are not defined, privacy (boundary) turbulence can occur and information can
be used in a way that the individual is uncomfortable with (Petronio, 2012). When transacting
with an online organization, privacy rules are developed through privacy policies (Chang
et al., 2018).
CPM represents a suitable lens for this study as the aim is to understand how individuals
form a collective privacy boundary with a new organization, while exploring the role of risk
and control-based variables (Xu et al., 2011). As individuals’ perceptions are influenced by
their past experience and the specific context, we follow the approach of previous research
(Chang et al., 2018; Xu et al., 2011) and focus on consumers’ perceptions of risk and control in
the situational context of E-commerce. According to CPM, individuals are likely to assess the
risk and control associated with data disclosure prior to determining their level of perceived
privacy and deciding whether to create a collective privacy boundary and share data (Xu
et al., 2011; Petronio, 2012). CPM posits that individuals define privacy boundaries based on
their preexisting perceptions as well as boundary coordination in new situations such as
transacting with an E-commerce vendor. Indeed, when harnessing CPM, Wang et al. (2019)
assert that individuals’ privacy perceptions are not static and may be highly influenced by
institutional assurances such as privacy policies. Thus, we adopt a different approach to prior
work (Chang et al., 2018; Xu et al., 2011) and include both general perceptions related to
privacy online and situational perceptions related to the E-commerce vendor.
3.2 Study 1: model development
As illustrated in our research model below (see Figure 3), this study considers individuals’
preexisting perceptions of privacy, control and risk associated with privacy disclosure online as
a representation of existing privacy boundaries. We propose that the privacy label represents
the boundary coordination process and the development of agreed privacy rules for the use of
information shared with the E-commerce vendor. We argue that boundary coordination will
impact individuals’ perceptions of risk, control and privacy related to the E-commerce vendor.
Disclosure of information inherently involves a level of risk (Metzger, 2007), and the online
transaction environment can heighten consumers’ risk perceptions (Chang et al., 2016). In this
study, perceived privacy risk is described as an individual’s expectation that disclosing
personal information to an E-commerce vendor will result in a negative outcome (Dinev et al.,
2013). CPM posits that individuals will not disclose information if they believe a negative
outcome is likely to occur (Petronio, 2012). Prior research has supported the negative
relationship between perceived Internet privacy risk and willingness to transact with
E-commerce websites (Chang et al., 2016). Thus, we argue that it is important to consider
individuals’ held beliefs regarding privacy risk associated with online transactions and their
newly formed beliefs of privacy risks associated with an E-commerce vendor. We posit that
individuals’ general perceptions of risk online can be partly appeased through boundary
coordination, leading to lower perceptions of risk regarding the E-commerce vendor. Extant
research has evidenced the potential written privacy policies to reduce perceptions of risk
associated with a website (Pan and Zinkhan, 2006; Miyazaki and Fernandez, 2000) or mobile
application (Libaque-Saenz et al., 2021) and perceived effectiveness of the privacy policy to
reduce privacy risk (Wang et al., 2019). The privacy label details the company’s privacy
practices and is thus likely to lead to lower perceptions of risk.
H1. The GDPR privacy label will negatively impact (reduce) end-user perceptions of
privacy risk associated with the e-commerce vendor.

Perceived control is a core concept in privacy research, with many definitions and theories
highlighting the role of control. However, privacy and control are conceptually distinct
(Laufer and Wolfe, 1977) and negatively correlated. Control is a perception-based variable
defined as an individual’s beliefs in their ability to manage the collection and use of their
personal data (Dinev et al., 2013; Xu et al., 2011). Lack of control can heighten privacy
concerns (Dinev and Hart, 2004). Under CPM, it can be posited that if individuals believe the
control communicated via privacy assurances is insufficient, they may be unwilling to
disclose information to the organization. Conversely, strong perceptions of control may
empower consumers to share more information. Prior research has found perceived
effectiveness of privacy policies positively impacted control perceptions (Mutimukeye et al.,
2020; Xu et al., 2011). As the privacy label represents a means of informing individuals how
they can control the use of their information disclosed within the privacy boundary, the label
will foster perceived control regarding the E-commerce vendor.
Recent research has proposed that online organizations should request explicit consent
from consumers regarding the collection and use of their data (Bradlow et al., 2017). Explicit
consent is also required under the GDPR. The consent-based label enables consumers to
decide how their data can be used via a toggle function, whereas the static label informs
consumers of the different types of control they have. As individuals in the consent-based
label condition can determine the privacy rules and exercise control, we argue this label will
have a stronger influence on perceived control.
H2. The GDPR privacy label will positively impact (increase) end-user perceptions of
control over their private information associated with the e-commerce vendor.
While many studies measure privacy concerns as a proxy for privacy, privacy concerns have
a negative connotation and do not directly represent privacy (Dinev et al., 2013). Thus, we
focus on perceived privacy. Privacy is defined as “an individual’s self-assessed state in which
external agents have limited access to information about him or her” (Dinev et al., 2013,
p. 299). CPM posits that individuals reflect on their perceptions of risk and control prior to
determining the level of privacy they will be afforded if they disclose their data (Petronio,
2012). Individuals hold general perceptions of their level of privacy when transacting online,
formed from their risk–benefit calculation and past experience. However, boundary
coordination via privacy labels can establish agreeable rules for the use of information.
Upon viewing the privacy label, it is argued that individuals will hold high perceptions of
privacy. In other words, individuals will believe the data shared within the collective
boundary will remain private, in that they will co-own it and have the ability to control its use.
Additionally, we argue that explicit control offered by the consent-based label will have a
stronger effect on perceived privacy.
H3. The GDPR privacy label will positively impact (increase) end-user perceptions of
privacy associated with the e-commerce vendor. The effect will be stronger for the
consent-based label.
3.3 Study 1: methodology
Following the approach of other studies in this context, an online experiment was developed
(Soumelidou and Tsohou, 2019; Tsai et al., 2011) with participants randomly assigned to one
version of the privacy label (consent or static). The survey included four sections: A. prelabel
exposure (T1), participants’ general perceptions of privacy, control and privacy risk were
examined. B. Control variables gender, age, education level, privacy invasion experience,
regulatory expectations and GDPR awareness were examined. C. Participants were
instructed to imagine they were considering signing up to a new E-commerce website and
were presented with the label. D. Postexposure (T2), individuals’ perceptions of privacy, risk
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and control specific to the fictional website were measured. All items were adapted from
validated measures. General and specific perceptions of control and privacy were adapted
from Dinev et al. (2013) using four and three items, respectively. Perceived privacy risk was
measured with four items from Dinev and Hart (2006). The survey was pretested among a
sample of citizens to ensure all items were clear and unambiguous.
The online questionnaire was distributed on Qualtrics with participants of varying
gender, age, education levels and employment status included. All participants were from
native English-speaking countries within the EU, namely Ireland and the United Kingdom.
A total of 389 participants commenced the survey. The data were screened and cleaned, and
incomplete responses and responses failing the attention check were dropped resulting in 349
responses. Participants were assigned equally across conditions but after data cleaning,
consent label n 5 182 and static label n 5 167. A series of independent t-tests to confirm
random assignment revealed no significant differences across all control variables. The
demographic characteristics of the sample are illustrated in Appendix 1.
3.4 Study 1: data analysis
All variables met skewness and kurtosis requirements of ±2.2. Preliminary analyses to
explore validity, reliability and test for common method variance (CMV) were conducted in
AMOS v25. The proposed model fit was explored using confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) in
AMOS. The six-factor model with T1 and T2 variables demonstrated strong fit meeting
recommended fit thresholds; cmin/df: 2.451, CFI: 958, RMSEA: 0.065, SRMR: 0.0654 (Hair
et al., 2010).
As shown in Table 1, the AVE for each construct was above 0.50, indicating convergent
validity (Hair et al., 2010). The square root of the AVE was greater than the interfactor
correlations, indicating discriminant validity for all factors (Fornell and Larcker, 1981). The
reliability of constructs was tested by calculating the composite reliability (CR). All
constructs were reliable with CR scores exceeding 0.70 (Bagozzi et al., 1991). Table 1 also
shows that some correlation coefficients are quite high suggesting potential multicollinearity.
In order to check whether multicollinearity represents an issue in our dataset, we assessed the
variance inflation factors (VIFs) using the stringent 5.0 threshold for reflective constructs
(Kline, 1998; Kock and Lynn, 2012). The results of the analysis are reported in Appendix 2 and
show that the VIFs for all constructs are below the threshold; therefore, the results of our
analysis are not affected by multicollinearity. The testing of endogenous and exogenous

Constructs

Table 1.
Composite reliability,
AVE, square root of
AVE and correlation
between constructs
(study 1)

CR

AVE

PCT1

Perceived control
0.92 0.73
0.86
T1 (PCT1)
Perceived privacy
0.90 0.74
0.65***
T1 (PPT1)
Perceived risk T1
0.87 0.60
0.27***
(PRT1)
Perceived control
0.92 0.75
0.41***
T2 (PCT2)
Perceived privacy
0.89 0.73
0.33***
T2 (PPT2)
Perceived risk T2
0.92 0.74
0.03
(PRT2)
Note(s): The values in bold are square roots
***p < 0.001; **p < 0.01

PPT1

PRT1

PCT2

PPT2

PRT2

0.86
0.47***

0.79

0.36***

0.14*

0.86

0.41***

0.17**

0.77***

0.85

0.04

0.37***

0.32***

0.32***

0.86

of AVE. Values in italic are correlation coefficients.

variables simultaneously can foster concerns regarding common method variance (CMV). In
order to reduce such concerns, procedural and statistical remedies were implemented as
recommended by Podsakoff et al. (2003). More specifically, these included promising full
confidentiality and ensuring all items were unambiguous (Podsakoff et al., 2003). To
statistically test for CMV, the common latent factor approach (CLF) was followed as this was
identified by Podsakoff et al. (2003) as the optimal method for research settings where
predictor and criterion variables cannot be collected from different sources or in different
contexts and where the source of CMV cannot be identified. A CLF was added to the CFA, and
the standardized regression weights were compared before and after adding the CLF. As
none of the items experienced a notable change, CMV was not a concern. Composites were
imputed for subsequent analyses in SPSS (Gaskin, 2012).
3.4.1 Hypotheses testing. Hypotheses were tested in SPSS using a series of repeated
measures ANOVAs (RMANOVA). The purpose of the RMANOVA is to test whether the
average value of the dependent variable varies across different measurement intervals (Huck,
2012). As such, this method is suitable for detecting within-subject change in dependent
variables (Huck, 2012). In this study, we examine the within-subject change in perceptions of
privacy, control and risk between prelabel and postlabel conditions. We also investigate any
differences between individuals in both conditions. The Type 1 error rate was set at 0.05. H1
proposed individuals would express lower perceptions of risk after exposure to the label. The
results of the RMANOVA provided support for H1. A significant interaction effect between
time and label condition was found (Wilks’ Lambda 5 0.990, F 5 3.45, p < 0.10). Changes
across conditions over time are shown in Figure 4, which shows both labels reducing
perceived risk. Post-hoc independent t-tests revealed there were no significant differences in
perceived risk between label conditions at T1 (t 5 0.807, p > 0.05). At T2, those in the consent
condition expressed lower perceptions of risk, but the difference was not significant (t 5
1.105, p > 0.05).
H2 proposed that individuals would express higher perceptions of control after exposure,
and this effect would be stronger in the consent-based label condition. The results provided
support for H2 (Figure 5). A significant interaction effect between time and label condition
was found (Wilks’ Lambda 5 0.947, F 5 19.34, p < 0.001). Changes across conditions over
time are shown in Figure 5, with both labels increasing perceptions of control. Post-hoc
independent t-tests revealed that the mean between both conditions was approaching
significance for perceived control at T1 (t 5 1.944, p < 0.10) with those in the static label
condition expressing slightly higher perceived control. At T2, those in the consent label
condition expressed significantly higher perceptions of control (t 5 2.362, p < 0.05), indicating
that this approach was more effective in increasing perceived control.
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H3 proposed individuals would express higher perceptions of privacy after exposure, and
this effect would be stronger for the consent-based label condition. The results provided
support for H3 (Figure 6). A significant interaction effect between time and label condition
was found (Wilks’ Lambda 5 0.971, F 5 10.50, p < 0.001). Between person effects were
approaching significance (F: 3.28, p < 0.10). Changes across conditions over time are shown in
Figure 6. While both labels increased individuals’ perceptions of privacy, participants
viewing the consent-based label expressed higher privacy perceptions. Post-hoc independent
t-tests revealed that the mean between both conditions was not significant at T1 (t 5 0.003,
p > 0.05). At T2, those in the consent label condition expressed significantly higher
perceptions of privacy (t 5 2.911, p < 0.01).
4. Study 2: privacy labels, consumer trust and intentions
4.1 Study 2: theoretical background
Study 2 moves beyond the formation of privacy perceptions to examine the influence of these
perceptions on trust and intentional behaviors (Dinev et al., 2013). In classical privacy calculus
theory, risks and benefits are independently assessed and then weighted against each other
(Dinev and Hart, 2006). In contrast, CPM considers the dynamics between the variables
operationalized in the privacy calculus (Karwatzki et al., 2017) and extended privacy calculus,
namely trust (Dinev and Hart, 2006). Furthermore, the creation of shared disclosure boundaries
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with organizations involves some vulnerability on the individual’s behalf (Metzger, 2007), and
the foundation of trust is the acceptance of vulnerability (McKnight et al., 2002). Furthermore,
the creation of shared disclosure boundaries with organizations involves some vulnerability on
the individual’s behalf (Metzger, 2007), and the foundation of trust is the acceptance of
vulnerability (McKnight et al., 2002). The privacy label again represents the boundary
coordination process. It can be argued that individuals may be unwilling to transact with the
organization unless they deem privacy practices trustworthy (Pan and Zinkhan, 2006). The
privacy label represents a means of communicating privacy practices to consumers to engender
trust and encourage a transactional relationship as a result.
4.2 Study 2: model development
Trust is fundamental to E-commerce (Gefen et al., 2003) and transactional relationships (Chang
et al., 2016). However, the existing literature is rife with differing approaches to measuring trust
online (Belanger et al., 2002) with some studies examining trust as a general belief in the vendor
and others viewing trust as a set of beliefs (Gefen et al., 2003). Trust in this study relates to an
individual’s willingness to be vulnerable when transacting with an E-commerce vendor
(McKnight et al., 2002) and their perception of the organization’s dependability with their
personal data (Mutimukeye et al., 2020). Individuals’ willingness to trust is based on their beliefs
of the organization’s benevolence, integrity and competence (Gefen et al., 2003). Benevolence is
the belief the organization has the individual’s best interests in mind, integrity refers to belief in
the morals and principles of the organization, and competence is the belief the organization has
the knowledge and skills to transact online (Belanger et al., 2002).
Trust is typically developed over time as opposed to being formed based on a one-time
interaction (Gefen et al., 2008). Thus, it can be difficult to build trust in the online context,
particularly for unknown organizations (van der Werff et al., 2019). Over time, individuals are
likely to form perceptions of the trustworthiness of the institutional environment, that is, the
Internet, which may influence their perceptions of the trustworthiness of a specific vendor
(McKnight et al., 2002). Thus, E-commerce vendors must develop mechanisms to build initial
trust based on consumers’ first interaction with the website (Gao et al., 2017). The privacy
label represents a method for organizations to communicate their trustworthiness to
consumers. Research has shown that privacy policies can improve perceptions of
trustworthiness of an E-commerce vendor (Mutimukeye et al., 2020; Wu et al., 2012).
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Extant research has explored the negative correlates between trust and privacy variables
with studies finding that online privacy concerns reduced trust in online organizations (e.g.
Kim, 2008; Hong and Thong, 2013), and perceived risk negatively impacted Internet trust
(Dinev et al., 2013). However, there is a need for further examination of positive privacy
correlates and trust. Study 1 found that the privacy label fostered perceived control among
consumers. Privacy assurances can potentially lead individuals to form positive perceptions
related to privacy and control and heighten individuals’ beliefs in the trustworthiness of the
E-commerce vendor (Culnan and Armstrong, 1999) as well as social networking and
e-government sites (Mutimukeye et al., 2020). Moreover, offering clear privacy controls can
enhance trust perceptions among consumers (Aı€meur et al., 2016). It is therefore conceivable
that individuals’ perceived control post label exposure will influence their perception of the
E-commerce vendor’s trustworthiness.
H4. Perceived control over their private information by the end user will positively
impact the end user’s perception of the trustworthiness of the e-commerce vendor.
Research found that perceived privacy positively impacted perceived trust in the online
environment (Joinson et al., 2010). Upon viewing the GDPR label, if individuals believe they
maintain some privacy, they are more likely to view the organization as trustworthy and be
willing to create a shared boundary.
H5. Perceived privacy by an end user will positively impact the end user’s perception of
the trustworthiness of the e-commerce vendor.
Willingness to transact is described as a consumer’s intention to engage in commerce
transactions with an organization through its website (Kim, 2008). It has been argued that
trust in the form of specific beliefs regarding an E-commerce vendor is an antecedent to
participation in the online environment (Gefen et al., 2003) as if individuals hold positive
beliefs regarding the benevolence, integrity and competence of the E-commerce vendor, they
will express positive intentions toward interacting with them. Research has found that trust
in the Internet (Kim, 2008; Dinev and Hart, 2006) and the Internet as a transaction channel
(Kim et al., 2016) can positively impact willingness to transact online, and cognitive trust can
positively influence purchase intention (Chang et al., 2016). It is important to explore this
relationship in the context of specific trust perceptions and transactional intentions. We
argue that perceived trustworthiness will leave consumers amenable to transacting with the
E-commerce vendor, due to the belief the privacy rules outlined in the label will be upheld.
When consumers believe their personal data will not be protected, they may engage in
privacy-protective behaviors such as falsifying data disclosed (Son and Kim, 2008). It is
conceivable to argue that the privacy label and the perceptions of trust it engenders will
impact individuals’ willingness to disclose accurate data. Prior research has supported the
link between general trust in the Internet and willingness to disclose information online
(Joinson et al., 2010) and to online vendors (Wu et al., 2012). We argue that in the context of Ecommerce vendors, if individuals believe the privacy rules will be upheld, they will see no
cause to falsify or withhold data. We thus, present the following hypothesis:
H6. End-user perceptions of the trustworthiness of the e-commerce vendor will positively
impact the end user’s intentions to (a) transact with the e-commerce vendor, and (b)
disclose accurate information.
4.3 Study 2: methodology
All the constructs included in the model were measured postexposure (T2) (see Figure 7).
Perceptions of privacy and control were measured as per Study 1. Perceived trustworthiness
of the E-commerce vendor was measured with nine items representing benevolence, integrity

and competence from McKnight et al. (2002). Intention to transact was measured with four
items based on Bian and Forsythe (2012), and willingness to disclose accurate data was
measured with two items from Wang et al. (2004). The survey was pilot tested and amended
accordingly. The online questionnaire was distributed on Qualtrics to recruit participants
from the United Kingdom and Ireland. Approximately 325 participants commenced the
survey. All incomplete responses were dropped resulting in 270 responses, 135 in each
condition. Independent t-tests revealed no significant differences between both conditions.
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4.4 Study 2: data analysis
The sample characteristics are illustrated in Appendix 1. All variables met skewness and
kurtosis requirements. As shown in Table 2, convergent validity and discriminant validity
thresholds were met for all constructs. All constructs also indicated reliability with CR scores
exceeding 0.70. Similar to study 1, there is evidence of strong correlation between some of the
constructs, so we assessed the VIF of the dependent variables included in our model to make
sure that multicollinearity did not affect the results of our SEM. The results of this analysis
are presented in Appendix 2 and show that all VIFs were below the critical threshold of 5
(Kline, 1998; Kock and Lynn, 2012) suggesting that multicollinearity does not represent an
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issue in our dataset. We also examined factors cross-loading (Appendix 4), and the scores are
smaller than the item loadings on their corresponding constructs providing further assurance
of satisfactory discriminant validity. The proposed model fit was explored using CFA in
AMOS. Perceived trustworthiness (PTRU) was modeled as a second-order factor with three
first-order dimensions (benevolence, integrity, competence). The proposed seven-factor
model with T1 and T2 variables demonstrated strong fit meeting recommended fit thresholds
(Hair et al., 2010): cmin/df: 2.383, CFI: 943, RMSEA: 0.072, SRMR: 0.04. CMV was explored
using the CLF approach. As no notable changes were found after the addition of the CLF,
CMV was not a concern, and composites were imputed for subsequent analyses.
4.4.1 Hypotheses testing. The proposed model was tested using structural equation modeling
(SEM) in AMOS. The model was tested across the two label conditions to explore differences
based on condition. The structural model demonstrated strong fit (cmin/df:2.306, CFI: 0.98,
RMSEA: 0.070, SRMR: 0.019). The results are visualized in Figure 8. H4 proposed a positive
relationship between perceived control and perceived trustworthiness of the E-commerce
vendor. This relationship was significant and positive across both groups (consent-based:
β 5 0.220, p < 0.01, static: β 5 0.217 p < 0.05), supporting H4. In H5, a positive relationship
between perceived privacy and perceived trustworthiness was posited. The data provided
strong support across both conditions (consent-based: β 5 0.669, p < 0.01, static: β 5 0.629
p < 0.01). H6a proposed that perceived trustworthiness would positively impact intentions to
purchase from the E-commerce vendor. This was supported among both conditions (consentbased: β 5 0.818, p < 0.01, static: β 5 0.807 p < 0.01). Lastly, H6b posited that perceived
trustworthiness would positively impact intentions to disclose accurate information. This was
also supported (consent-based: β 5 0.759, p < 0.01, static: β 5 0.721 p < 0.01). Among the
consent-label group, the model explained 73.2% of variance in perceived trustworthiness, 70.3%
of variance in intention to transact and 58.3% of variance in willingness to disclose accurate
data. The model for static label group explained 68% of variance in perceived trustworthiness,
65.9% of variance in transaction intention and 60.1% of variance in willingness to disclose data.
Despite slightly higher variance explained and effect sizes among the consent-based label, there
were no significant differences in the relationships between both groups.
Even though the model included variables to control for a range of demographics
characteristics, endogeneity may still represent a potential bias in our model. To rule out this
scenario, we adopted a Gaussian Copula Approach (Park and Gupta, 2012) as recommended
by Hult et al. (2018). The results are presented in Appendix 5 and suggest that endogeneity is
not an issue in our analysis.
In order to check the robustness of the proposed research model, an alternative model
specification was tested, which included direct paths between perceived privacy and
intention to transact (consent-based: β 5 0.433, p < 0.01, static: β 5 0.722 p < 0.01) and
willingness to disclose (consent-based: β 5 0.393, p < 0.01, static: β 5 0.549 p < 0.01)
and between perceived control and intention to transact (consent-based: β 5 0.296, p > 0.10,
static: β 5 0.128 p > 0.10) and willingness to disclose (consent-based: β 5 0.158, p > 0.10,
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static: β 5 0.111 p > 0.10). Even though some of these paths are statistically significant, their
inclusion in the model does not change our conclusions (see Appendix 6).
5. Discussion
Privacy assurances have been positioned as a means for organizations to overcome the
negative impacts of consumers’ diluted privacy perceptions (Xu et al., 2011). Existing privacy
assurance literature forms two categories; (1) research exploring potential new approaches,
which overcome the weaknesses of privacy policies such as visualization techniques; and (2)
research examining how consumers’ perceptions of privacy policy effectiveness impact their
privacy perceptions and behaviors. Our study contributes to both categories building upon
privacy policy visualization approaches and exploring the efficacy of GDPR privacy labels in
influencing privacy perceptions and intended behaviors. In terms of the first category, recent
privacy regulation across Europe renders lengthy, FIPPs-based privacy policies unfit for
purpose. Thus, we respond to calls for a simplified approach to privacy policies (Martin and
Murphy, 2017) and develop GDPR privacy labels, which meet GDPR requirements for
privacy notices and explicit consent. Our results strongly support the efficacy of privacy
labels and thus further support studies advocating visualized privacy policies (e.g.
Soumelidou and Tsohou, 2019; Kelley et al., 2010).
Our study also contributes to our understanding regarding privacy assurances and three
core privacy perceptions. First, the role of perceived risk has remained uncertain with recent
research finding perceived effectiveness of privacy policies reduced risk perceptions for
social networking and e-government sites, but not for E-commerce (Mutimukeye et al., 2020),
and written FIPPs policies did not significantly influence risk perceptions regarding mobile
apps (Libaque-Saenz et al., 2021). Our study demonstrates the efficacy of the labels in
reducing risk perceptions associated with E-commerce vendors. Second, the study builds
upon recent work linking perceived effectiveness of written privacy policies and perceived
control (Mutimukeye et al., 2020; Xu et al., 2011) and unravels the impact of implicit versus
explicit consent mechanisms, highlighting that while both static and consent-based labels
positively impact perceived control regarding the E-commerce vendor, this effect is
significantly higher when explicit consent mechanisms are included. Third, research has
found that perceived effectiveness of written privacy policies can reduce privacy concerns
(Gong et al., 2019). We extend this to the context of visualized labels and perceived privacy, an
arguably more accurate proxy for privacy, and find that both labels positively heighten
perceptions of privacy associated with the E-commerce vendor.
To examine the role of privacy labels within transactional relationships, we conducted a
second study. The study extends knowledge on the role of trustworthiness and intentions to
interact with E-commerce organizations and disclose accurate information (Chang et al., 2016;
Wu et al., 2012) and demonstrates the potential of GDPR privacy labels as a mechanism for
building this trust. Following label exposure, consumers’ perceptions of control and privacy
related to the E-commerce vendor positively influenced their perceptions of trustworthiness.
This clarifies conflicting findings of Mutimukeye et al. (2020), who found that perceived
control positively influenced trust in social networking and e-government sites but not Ecommerce, and suggests visualized policies are more effective in developing this link between
control and trustworthiness in this context. We also extend the findings of Joinson et al.
(2010), who found perceived privacy influenced trust perceptions online, with perceived
privacy enhancing perceived trustworthiness of the vendor in both conditions. For both
labels, perceived trustworthiness positively impacted consumers’ behavioral intentions
toward the E-commerce vendor. Specifically, when consumers believe the E-commerce
vendor is trustworthy, they are more likely to purchase from the retailer and disclose accurate
personal data. This finding adds a possible explanation to recent contradictory findings on
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the relationship between transparency and information disclosure in Karwatzki et al. (2017),
who proposed that transparency not only indicated fairness but highlighted privacy issues.
We build upon these assertions and argue that transparency alone is not sufficient, but rather
combining transparent communications with information on how individuals can exercise
control will strengthen the rule formation aspect of boundary coordination and lead to greater
information disclosure.
Our findings provide both contributions to theory and actionable insights for practice.
The study extends CPM theory to the online retail context and provides support for its use to
understand how individuals develop collective boundaries with an unknown E-commerce
website. By providing insights into how individuals assess the control, risk and privacy
associated with the E-commerce vendor, the study makes an important contribution to
privacy literature around this decision-making (Chang et al., 2018). In line with CPM (Petronio,
2012), this study shows that individuals consider control and risk when deciding whether to
create a collective privacy boundary with E-commerce vendors. With GDPR labels, privacy
rules for the use of data can be established in a manner that boosts consumers’ privacy
perceptions. If individuals believe they have control over data disclosed, the risk of negative
outcomes is low, and they retain some privacy, they are more likely to possess positive views
toward interacting with the organization (Chang et al., 2018).
Previous research has explored how written privacy policies impact general perceptions
of trustworthiness of the E-commerce vendor (Mutimukeye et al., 2020). However, recent
research highlights the importance of new approaches to privacy policies and calls out Ecommerce as a context where data control can offer consumers the opportunity to determine
what information disclosure is fair (Aı€meur et al., 2016). To further understand the boundary
coordination and formation process, this study positions privacy labels as a transparent
privacy assurance approach for organizations to form a collective boundary with consumers
and demonstrates the potential of this approach to trigger positive perceptions of the Ecommerce vendor’s benevolence, integrity and competence. Previous research investigated
the impact of privacy policies on either consumer perceptions of the general Internet context
and not a specific vendor or general perceptions of trust as opposed to the three dimensions,
which comprise perceived trustworthiness. This study provides a greater understanding of
the relationship between the interrelated privacy constructs in the E-commerce context and
the influence of privacy labels as a method of boundary coordination, which impacts
consumers’ willingness to develop collective boundaries with organizations, within which
they intend to transact and disclose accurate information.
Our study also offers important insights from a practical perspective and answers calls for
research on effective privacy policy visualization (Soumelidou and Tsohou, 2019) and privacy
policy research in the E-commerce context (Libaque-Saenz et al., 2021). Organizations face
challenges in balancing the need to leverage consumer data with potential negative
consequences of perceived disregard for consumers’ privacy (Gerlach et al., 2019). Indeed,
privacy research has long grappled with recommendations around finding the ideal balance of
transparency (Gerlach et al., 2019) and communicating with consumers in ways that inform them
of privacy practices without raising concern (Karwatzki et al., 2017). We provide further support
for studies advocating visualized privacy policies (e.g. Soumelidou and Tsohou, 2019) as a means
to not just inform consumers and meet regulatory requirements, but by providing consumers
with the level of control they desire through a user customizable privacy mechanism, and
consequently build their privacy and trust perceptions. It is thus recommended that E-commerce
vendors based within Europe and all vendors transacting with European citizens consider
adopting the privacy label approach to communicate their privacy practices to current and
potential customers. Researchers have called for the inclusion of explicit consent mechanisms in
communications with consumers (Bradlow et al., 2017). By including consent mechanisms in
privacy labels, E-commerce vendors further their transparency and empower consumers with

control over how their data are collected and used. This, in effect, provides e-commerce vendors
and consumers with a mechanism to comanage consumer data as envisioned by Wang et al.
(2019). Forging this sense of control not only enables E-commerce vendors to comply with
regulation but reduces consumer privacy concerns, fosters a perception of privacy and
potentially increases consumer privacy self-efficacy.
Commerce is increasingly distributed and transborder in nature. While the GDPR is one of the
most significant international responses to governing transborder online activities and data
privacy, it is not the only one. Many new regulatory regimes are adopting similar requirements to
the GDPR, for example, Brazil’s Lei Geral de Proteç~ao de Dados (LGPD), South Africa’s
Protection of Personal Information Act (POPIA) and Canada’s Personal Information Protection
and Electronic Documents Act (PIPEDA). In some cases, such as the LGPD, these laws, like the
GDPR, also have extraterritorial effect. International organizations will need to consider whether
their approach to data privacy will be what Lyons (2019) calls “doing privacy right or doing
privacy rights.” In effect, organizations will need to decide on whether data privacy is merely a
box-ticking exercise or something more values-driven and strategic. If the latter, it requires both
an integrated approach and model of data privacy that reflects the lowest minimum threshold to
comply with the highest regulatory requirements in the markets in which the organization
operates directly or indirectly. Such an approach requires organizations to have a clear
understanding of their financial, ethical, legal and societal (or stakeholder) responsibilities and a
shift from control-based approaches to privacy to justice-based approaches (Greenaway et al.,
2015; Lyons, 2021). This is not an insignificant challenge but if successful, it may provide benefits,
not least greater consumer trust and less privacy incidents (Accenture and Ponemon, 2015).
It is not sufficient for organizations to espouse these values of transparency and control using
privacy labels, the policies and practices must be in place to uphold this level of privacy. Indeed,
57% of American adults lack confidence in organizations’ following their privacy practices
(Auxier et al., 2019). It is thus imperative that good practices underpin those communicated in the
label. The privacy label represents a mechanism for communicating the compliance of the
organization and potentially differentiating from other organizations. Furthermore,
organizations should consider implementing additional privacy assurances to support the
purchasing journey and act as trust cues. Informational callouts on why certain personal data
are required, for example, may serve to deepen perceptions of trustworthiness and privacy.
5.1 Limitations and future research
While this study advances current knowledge on privacy policy visualization and consumer
perceptions, there are limitations, which could be explored through future research. First, the
sample is from the United Kingdom and Ireland. This decision was intentional and follows
previous studies by studying one or similar cultures (Xu et al., 2011). Furthermore, no study to
date has explored the influence of privacy assurance tools among European samples. Second,
the privacy labels only represent one instantiation of the label, as it would be impossible to
include all potential options. Future research could untangle different instantiations of the
privacy label and their impacts on consumer perceptions. Third, the privacy labels are based
on the GDPR and not FIPPs. FIPPs represent the prevailing approach of privacy policies in
the USA. Firstly, the GDPR enshrines the principles of FIPPs in law. Secondly, we argue that
the GDPR label represents both an ethical approach for organizations irrespective of location
and regulatory compliance for many organizations given the broad territorial scope of the
GDPR. It would be interesting to explore GDPR privacy labels among a US sample as it offers
more control and transparency than mandated, thus potentially offering further exploration
of theories of justice in contrast to merely theories of control. This work illuminates additional
avenues for future research such as comparing the impact of GDPR privacy labels on privacy
perceptions in different contexts including sensitive health products (Chang et al., 2018).
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6. Conclusion
Privacy represents a challenge for organizations and consumers alike, which is only
complicated by continual advances in technology and recently introduced stringent
regulation. Existing methods to communicate with consumers fail to foster positive
privacy perceptions and are not compliant. The GDPR privacy label approach provides an
important tool for enabling organizations to be compliant and educate consumers on their
privacy practices thereby boosting perceived privacy, control and trustworthiness and
paving the way for a positive customer–organization relationship.
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